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ABSTRACT 
Specumcopic and p h o t d  infrared ubsemacions of h are re- 
viewd and manpad to the rxpccted fiux from dwrmPl u ~ c l u r e  &Is. 
Large uncenainties ex is  in the far-infnued mtpucments, but the 6 1 -  
able dam indkare that the effecrive temperature of the disk of Saturn is 
90 2 5 K. The thermal unacrure h i s  pmpoJed by Tokunaga and Cess 
and by Gaurier et A. (model "N) agree best with the observations. Nonh- 
South limb scans of Saturn as 10 and 20 pm show that the remperoture 
i n v d  is much stronger at the South polar region than as the equator. 
INTRODUCTION 
The importance of infrared observations 2f Saturn in constraining model 
atmospheres and identifying trace atmospheric constituents has been recently empha- 
sized by Caldwell (1977). Since Saturn radiates nearly all of its energy at wavelengths 
longer than 10 pm, the infrared spectral region is particPllarly important in establish- 
ing the thermal structure of Saturn. It is not surprising, therefore, that the increasing 
quality and wavelength coverage of infrared obser;-;ltions has been accoqmnied by a 
corresponding increase in the number of thermal structure models. In this paper, we 
review observations of Saturn in the 8-1000 prn wavelength region and re- these 
observations to model atmospheres. In Section 11, we summarize ground-based and 
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airborne observations of Saturn, and we critically examine uncertainties in the 
effective temperature of Saturn. In Section 111, thermal structure models are  briefly 
reviewed and compared to the observations. 
THE EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE OF SATURN 
One of the fundamental input parameters in an interior and -thospheric model 
for Saturn is the effective temperature. This is a particularly difficult quantity to 
measure in the case of Saturn because most of its radiant energy is in the far-infrared, 
a spectral region which is almost totally inaccessible to ground-based observatories. 
Observations of the brightness temperature of Saturn at wavelengths longer than 10 pm 
are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Work prior to 1972, not included here, is summarized 
by Newburn and Gulkis (1973). The farinfrared observations shown in Table 1 are 
particularly important since Saturn radiates approximately 80% of its energy at 
wavelengths longer 30 pm. Unfortunately, the relatively small telescope aperture 
Table 1. Airborne and Balloon Far-infrared ~ h o t o r n e t r - ~ ~  
Armstrong et al. 
Armstrong et 01. 
Armstrong et al. 
Armstrong et d. 
Armstrong el al. 
Armstrong et d. 
Loewerstein et af. (1977)~ 
Loewenstein et al. (1977)~ 
Loewenstein et d. (1977)C 
Loewenstein ?t al. (1977)~ 
Loewenstein et al. (1977)~ 
a~rightness temperatures include emission from the rings. Fractional area of 
the rings was 0.65 during the Arms trong et al. observations and 0.55 during 
the Loewenstein et al. observations. 
b ~ h e  "reconciled" values given by Wright (1976) are shown here. 
C From Tables 2 and 3 in their paper. 
Table 2. Gr-d-Based Infrared photometrya 
Aeff (IU"' AAW) T~ (iO Reference 
6 101 i 3 hlorrison (1974) 
11.5 92 i 2 Morrison (1974) 
450 Z 300 205 * 15' Hudson et 01. (1974) 
17.8 1 92 * 2 W c k e  et al. (1975) 
18.4 1 SO* 2 Knacke et d (1975) 
21 6 90 2 Knacke et al. (1975) 
14 96i 6 Nolt et 01. (1977) 
8 98 * 2.5 holt et al. (1977) 
17.8 3.6 90.3 * 1.5 Tokunaga et al. (1978) 
19.8 1.7 90.7 x 1.7 T o m d  et al. (1978) 
22.7 2 .3  88.9 i 1.9 Tokunaga et d (1978) 
- 
%ith the exception of the measurement by Hudson et al., the photometry 
included here have bem sizes which are  smaller than the disk of Saturn. 
b~evised  vdue from Nolt et al. (1977). 
C Includes emission from the rings. 
available with aircraft and balloon telescopes has intrinsically large diffraction which 
prevents a measurement of the disk of Saturn independent of its rings. 
The measured far-infrared brightness temperature in Table 1 includes emission 
from both the disk and rings of Saturn. Ltewenstein et al. (1977) find that the effective 
temperature of the disk is approximately 89 K if they assume that the disk and the 
A and B rings have the same brightness temprature. - .- This is  approximately consistent 
with the broad-band brightness temperatures of Armstrong ct 01. (1972)and Fazio et al. 
(1976), and with the ground-based observations shown in Table 2. 
Spectroscopic observations of the Saturn- ring sq stem in the 20-110 pm spectral 
range have been made by Erickson et al. (1978) and by Ward (1977). These observations 
a re  shown in Figures 1 and 2. In order to remove the contribution from the rings, 
both assume constant A and B ring brightness temperatures with wavelength 3nd use the 
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ring optical depths given by Rieke (1975). However, E rickson et al. (1978) used ring 
temperature of 89.3 K, while Ward used 96 K. Thls gives r i se  to a discrepancy in the 
effective temperature of Saturn with Trickson e: al. (1978) finding Teff = 97 i 3 K but Ward 
obtaining Teff = 89 * 3 K. S i r i e  both groups observed Saturn in the Brs t  half of 1976, 
most of the disagreement in the effective temperature is probably caused by the dif- 
ferent ring temperature used. 
\Vard finds the brightness temperature of Saturn, after the ring emission i s  
removed, is 65 * 10 K in the 80-110 pm wavelength range. Such a low brightness 
temperature is inconsistent W.th the models discussed in the next sectian, but Ward 
points out that the ring emission could be lower than he assumed if the ring particle 
size were  small. In this case, the calculated brightness temperature of Saturn's disk 
could be raised. It is also possible that JIars, \Sarclls calibration source, ma_, 2ev1ate 
from the assumed brightness temperature as predicted by Wright (1976). This possi- 
biLity i s  raised by Erickson ct al. who find that the brightness temperature of Mars 
.lisagrees with \\'right's model a t  wavelengths longer than 50 ym. The increasing 
orightness temperature of Mars observed bx Erickson et al., at the longer wavelengths 
could partl! explain the low brightness temperature ot Saturn found by \\'ad. The 
validity 01 using Mars a s  a tar-infrared calibration standard is clearly subiect to 
question a t  the present time. 
Since the ring contribution to the observed far-infrared f l u  is considerable, i t  
is necessary to consider the r isks  involved in assuming a ring brightness equal lo the 
disk. At the time near maximum ring tilt, Rieke (1975) found equal disk and ring 
brightness tenqwratures in the 20-34 p m  spectral range, but recent observations of the 
rings show changes in the A, B, and C ring brightness temperature (Nolt el al. , 1978). 
We expect, therefore, that the assumption o t  equal ring and disk brightness tempera- 
turcs to be valid only near the time of maximum ring tilt. In addition, ttie C ring 
appears to be bright in the intrared. Observations of the rings by AIurphy (1973), 
Rieke (1975). and Nolt et 01. (1978) find that the e~nission from the C ring is substantial, 
although Alorrison (1974) did not detect it. \Ye niust therefore view with caution any 
correction tor the ring emission a t  far-infrared wavelengths. 
fhe elfective temperature ot Saturn is more difficult u, extract from the shorter 
wavelength infrared data shown in Table 2. In the 8-14 pn; spectral region, the 
c~tlt inuum is greatly affected bj. CH4 and C f i  emission, NH ice absorption, and other 2 6 3 
not yet positively identified minor constituents (Caldwell 1977, Gillett and Forrest 
1974). In the 17-25pm spectral range, t!le temperature inwxsion contributes 
significantly to the observed fiux (as shown in the next section). We a r e  therefore 
compelled to use far-infrared data iu order to obtain the etfective temperature d 
Saturn. Any atmospheric model for  Saturn, however, should be consistent with the 
data in Table 2. 
We conclude from the available far-infrared data that the effective temperature 
of Eaturn is 90 * 5 K. For  an equilibrium temperature of 76 K (Rieke 1975, Erickson 
et d. 1978), the ratio of emitted to absorbed p o w  r is in the range 1.6 - 2.4. Otviously 
more observations are necessaly, m d  we expect that far-jrdrared cbservations in 1980, 
when the rings are edge-on, will provide a good value for the effect've temperature. The 
largest experimental uncertainty will likely be in the absolute calibration. 
MODEL ATMOSPHERES 
We know relatively Little about the ther~nal  structure of Saturn's atnlosphere 
compared to the Jovian atmosphere. Since Trafton (1967) first constructed a model 
atmosphere for Saturn, s ix other atmosp!~eric models have bee:~ proposed - all wittlin 
the last five years. In this section, we review iht* properties o! these nlodels and 
compare them to observations in the infl-ared. 
The 8-14 M r n  spectrum of Saturn i s  shown in Figure 3 (Gillett and Fol-rest,l9'i.l). 
The emission peaks at 7.9 and 12.2 pm a re  produced by en~ission from mtthrme aild 
ethane in a temperature inversion region. Scans across the disk o! Saturn in  t he  c>thane 
emission band (Gillett and Orton 1975) sl~ow equatorla1 limh brightening and an 
intensity enhancement at the South pole which i s  cxmsistent with a tcmpcrature inversion. 
Saturn is not unusual in having a temperature inversion since a tempcraturc i n \  ersio!l 
in the Jovian atmosphere has been firmly established (Gillet., Low, and Srt.in l9ti9, 
Gillett and Westphal 1973, Ridgway 1974) and strong t-\.idt>nc.cl tor a temperature 
inversion has been found on Titan and Neptune (Gillett 1975, Mac\ and Sinion 1977. 
and Gillett and Rieke 1977). In this paper. w e  aasutne that tllc al.)sorption 01 solar 
radiation by aercsols and methane in the upper atmosplicri~ i s  sufticicni LO power t !~e  
temperature inversion (Gillett, IAW, and Stein 19fi9, \\'allare el a/. . 197-1, 
Caldwell 1977). 
Atmospheric models b\- h'allace (1975). Caldwcli (1!177), I - O I ; I I I ~ ~ X ~  atid i-(-5s 
(1977), and Gautler et al. (1977) have incorporated a ~c~np t~ l -a iu rc~  in\orsion, and 
these models a re  shown in Figure 4. The modcls 1,. Ctbss and Iilic~an (1973) and b.v 
Encrenaz and Combes (1'377) a r e  s~n i i l a r  to tlic \\'allaci? (1975) model Ibclow t l ~ t s  
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temperature minimum, but both models have a weaker temperature inversion (see 
Figure 1 of Encrenaz and Comkes, 1977). The discussion of the Wallace model in this 
section will apply equally well to  the Cess and Khetan and t o  the Encrenaz and Combes 
model. All the models, with the exception of the Wallace and the Gautier et 41. models, 
have an effective temperature which is consistent with the far-infrared data discussed 
in the previous section. In Figure 4, it is evident that the models agree to i10 K at 
any pressure Level below the temperature ml..imum, but they are very discrepant in 
the temperature inversion region. 
Some of the models have been compared t o  the far-infrared data by Erickson 
et al. (1978), a s  shown in Figure 5. The Tokunaga and Cess model provides a good 
fit throughout with a ring temperature of 89.3 K, and the Wallace model can also 
provide a s  good a f i t  with a higher ring temperature. The 20 pm center of disk 
measurements in Table 2, however, a r e  not consistent with the Wallace model. These 
results depend on a uniform ring brightness temperature a t  all wavelengths - an 
assumption which may not be valid at the longer wavelengths (Ward 1977). It i s  
important to note that the observations by Erickson et al. and by Ward probe to the 
0.6 - 0.8 atm level in the 50-100 pm spectral range. Encrenaz and Combes (1977) 
show that observations of the continuum a t  wavelengths longer than 100pm can test  
thermal structure models at  higher pressures in  the convective region, since the 
ammonia opacity is much reduced compared to Jupiter. The effect of clouds n; .. be a 
serious obstacle, however. 
In Figure 6, the Wallace, Caldwell, and Tokunaga and Cess models a r e  com- 
pared to spectroscopic observations in the 17-25 pm spectral region. Observations at  
these wavelengths can distinguish between the various models of the temperature 
inversion since optical depth 1 is reached slightly below the temperature minimum. 
The Wallace model has a temperature inversion whici~ is too cold, while the Caldwell 
model is too warm. In the latter model, the S(0) and S(l) pressure-induced 
rotational Lines of molecular hydrogen appear slightly in emission. The Tokunaga and 
Cess model provides a reasonable fit to the data, and the Gautier et a[. model "N" 
also fits well (see Figure 3 of their paper). The Trafton (1967) model lacks a tempera- 
tu re  inversion, and i t s  predicted spectrum is simila; to the Wallace model. A compari- 
son of the Tokunaga and Cess model to part of the data given in Table 2 i s  shown in 
Figure 7. This model agrees to within several standard deviations with all  the disk- 
resolved data in the 13-40 pm spectral region. 
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The atmospheric medals can ale0 be tesosd by limb scans in the Mrrrred. 
Caldfteell et aL (1978) compam equatorial Ilmb sc83m at three wavdeqgh in tbe 
17-25 pm spectral mgim to the model pmdidion6, and the resub are shown in Fig- 
arw 8, 9, and 10. The beam profib determined Molt et d (1918) was used to pro- 
ducefh6predLcfedlimbembslosrprafile. AsafQpwdmsrit, fbdeviationofthe 
model pmdictiam from the &senmi profile w a ~  computed snd is shown in Table 3. 
Within the uncertzrintiss in the beam profits, both the Tokmaga and Cess model and 
Gantler et d model WM" provide a good fit to ths limb scans. The other models differ 
from tbs ohserved limb profile. 
We w w  review the evidence for d&ffemcea, in the thermal 8truct1.m between 
the equatorla1 and the South polar region. NorthSoath w m s  of the disk of Saturn at 
12 and BOpm have shoam an intensity enimucemeat tat the South polar region (Gillett 
and Orton, 1975; Rietre, 1975; Tohmaga et aL, 1978) and this effect is ffll~strated in 
Figure 11, The scans in the metlmne and e tke  emission t#mds (at 7-9 and 12.2 pm) 
show an intensity enhancemeLt a t  the South pole, bat the scans in the continuum (at 11.14 
and 13.31 pm) show much less limb brightening. There appears to be a slight amount 
of polar limb brightening at 13.31 pm, but i t  is not clear whether this results from 
molecular hydrogen o r  acetylene emission. The 12.2 pm scan is similar to the 12 p m  
scans obtained by Gillett and Orton (1975) and Rieke (1975). 
The 7.8 pm scan suggests that the enhanced polar emission is mostly the result 
of a hotter iaversior- since we expect metkme to be PiliSormly mixed over the disk of 
Saturn, Scans obtained in the molecular hydrogen cc)nt.inuum indicate that the 
temperature inversion is indeed hotter at the South polar region. As shown in F'igure 12, 
the strongest Ilmb brlgkning occurs at 17.8 pm, the wavelength wMcb is closest to the 
madmum in the molecular hydrogen opacity. The degree of polar limb brightening 
can be judged by comprlng Figure l2 w&h equatorial scans shown in Figures 8, 9, 
and 10. 
Toinmaga st at. (1978) proposed a model for the South pole which was constructed 
in a similar fashion to the model by Tokunaga and Cess (1977). but it  includ~s the 
Mgher acceleration of gravity at the pole and the increased value for the diurnally- 
averaged insolatfon. In Figure 13, we show the South pole model along with an 
equatorial model 8nd the Tokunaga a d  Cess model for comparison. Note that the 
Tokunaga a d  Ceas model is a global mo< : since a diurnally-averaged insolation over 
all latitudes was used (for a Samrn-Sun dhcance ot 9.5 AU). The equatorial model 
uses a diurnally-averaged insolation for the Satu-mian equator at  the time of the 
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observations (9.14 AU). The South pole and equatorial  models therefore  have hotter  
temperature inverstons than the global model of Tokunaga and Cess .  The differences 
between the equator.  nl and global models are not large  enough to affect the resu l t s  
obtained by Caldwell et al. (1978) as discussed e a r t i e r  in th i s  section. 
A comparison between the  predicted and observed brightness temperature  for  the  
South pole is shown in Figure 14. While the South pole model predicts a greater bright- 
ness temperature  than i s  obsenTed, th is  is par t ly  :: resul t  of the  relat ively large  
telescope beam used (3.5 arc sec) which includes emiss ion wer a range of latitude. 
Tokunaga ct d (1978) find that  at a latitude o f  -70" (corresponding to a distance from the  
pole equal to the  radius of the  beam), the computed temperature  inversion is uniformly 
3 K co lder  than the  S w t h  pole model. From th i s  result,  roughly one-half of the bright- 
n e s s  t empera tu re  discrepancy between the Smth  pole model and the  observations can  be 
ascr ibed to beam-size effects. The South pole model appears  t o  overes t imate  the  heating 
by methane and aerosols.  This result  suggests that the  s t ronger  temperature  inversion 
at +be South pole could be powered with somewhat l e ss  than "normal" concentration of 
UV-absorbing aerosols.  
We conclude that: (1) recent observational t e s t s  in the infrared favor the 
Tokunaga and C e s s  model and the  Gautier et nl. nlodel "N", and (2) the South polar region 
has a stronger  temperature inversion than the equatorial  region. \ire expect that the 
intensity enhancement a t  the South pole to great ly  diminish in the next few y e a r s  as it 
tilts away f rom the Sun. 
In spi te  01 the  increasing quality of far-infrared data, the effective temperature  
of Saturn i s  not well known. Large uncertainties exis t  in the correction for  the  ring 
emiss ion and in the absolute calibration. The far-infrared spectrum of Mars ,  the 
p r imary  standard fo r  most far-infrared obsert-ations, has only recently been measured,  
and more  work on far-infrared calibration sources  is necessary.  The available far- 
infrared data indicates that the  effective temperature  of the disk  of Saturn i s  90 ;t 5 K. 
Current  thermal  s t ruc tu re  models of Saturn are roughly s i m i l a r  in t h e  lower 
atmosphere below the temperature  inversion, but they differ  greatly in the temperature  
inversion region. Ground-based observations in the 17-25pm spcctr:rl region favor the 
Tokunaga m d  C e s s  (1977) model and the  Gautier  et al. (1977) model "K". There is 
g r e a t e r  uncertainty lu the the rmal  s t ruc tu re  below the temperature  minimum, but 
observations a t  wavelengths longer than 40 pm can help to constrain models down to the 
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cloud deck. Strong differences exist between tl~e temperature inversion in the  
equatorial and the South polar regions. There are several possible ways to explain 
this effect, and morz data concerning the deposition of solar radiation i n  the upper 
atmosphere is required. 
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DISCUSSION 
G. OHTON: Do you have ny es t imate  fo r  the effects of th is  r a the r  high and 
I i 
proportionately very pervasive haze (assumed to be ammonia) in the  ~mveleng ths  
you've been looking at? i 
It i s  a very effective a t s o r b e r  and s c a t t e r e r  in cer ta in  areas of the 8 to 14 prn 
i 
region, over  and above a m m i n i a  vapor  absorption. One of my grea tes t  concerns 
fo r  Voyager is, what i s  thefiffect of the  phenomena going t o  be in the  f a r  infrared which 
? 
i s  really where we would $ke t o  get  most the rmal  s t ruc tu re  information, hydrogen/ 
helium ratio, etc.  
A. TOKLNAGAr U'e haven't addressed that question. In the  20-pm region, we 
donrt think we see deep enc3gh in the atmosphere of S t u r n  for ammonia ice  opacity to 
affect o u r  results .  
J. CALD WdLL: Optical d e p t t s  in the  20-pm region a t  the  ammonia haze level  
are at lcas t  3 alrd typically 1 3  o r  more,  at leas t  in o u r  model. At 17.8 pm,  they're 
of the o r d e r  of 10, s o  yourre  not seeing the  effects of the haze. At ve ry  much longer 
\Ira ~ g t h s ,  of the o r d e r  of 40 pm, it's entirely possible that on Saturn ammonia haze 
i s  a very  s t rong contributor t o  the opacity. That may well foul up remote  observations. 
G. ORTON: l'd like t o  comment on the  fact that  w* would expect t o  see large  
variat ions in the  thermal  s t ructure ,  both a t  the equator and the pole, because of 
Saturn's laige. obliquity and the  var ia t io ;~ in insolation with time. UTe wvould like t o  see 
what s o r t  of changes take place, what s o r t  of equilibrium i s  taking place, as the insola- 
ticn varies.  I can say  that  in the 12-prn area, comparing observations made last  y e a r  
and this year ,  t h e r e  i s  l e ss  limb brightening at the  South Pole in the 12.2-pm region. 
A. TOKUNAGA: We have somewhat contradictory iilformation on that point in 
that  we made another 12-pm scan a few weeks ago but with a s m a l l e r  aperture.  The 
brightening i s  about the s a m e  a s  you see it here.  This was done a y e a r  ago. March 
of 19'77. 
J. CALDWELL: Orton i s  right that the re  are large, s t rong seasonal effects 
present.  There 's  no indication yet of limb brightening a t  any wavelength in the 
northern hemisphere, while there ' s  very  s t rong  limb brightening in :he southern 
hemisphere that va r ies  with position. 
J. POLIACK: A lot of the far infrared observatiors that yoil show have been 
calibra+A on hlars, which has become a popular standard in recent years, and 
particularly a lot of it has been based on very nice work by Wright (1976, Astrophys. J. 
210, p. 250). Unfortunately, there may be a problem since Wright and others assu~ned 
that except at times of great dust storms, the atmosphere of Mars was essentially clear 
of dust. We now know from Viking that there is no time of the year in which that 
assumption can effectively be made, and that has two implications for Mars a s  a calibra- 
tion standard in the infrared: (1) The effect of clust in the atmosphere is to ~ d u c e  the 
ground temperature during the daytime, and W 1 s  the side that you see when you use 
Mars a s  a calibration standard. (2) The dust ha3 significant optical depth at, say 20 gm, 
and will tail off at longer wavelengths, so  there is a potential wavelength dependence of 
brightness temperature a s  well. I wouldn't rule Mars out as a calibration source, but 
I think it's going to be s lot harder to standardize. 
J. CALDWELL: I think Alan Tokunaga is being a bit modest in assessing the 
various Saturn models. In Figure 4, the power of the limb scans is sufficient to 
differentiate between the two in the middle, and, in fact, Tokunaga and Cess a re  about 
twice as good as Gautier et al., and in my judgaent that is significant. These earlier 
models, including my own, were done without the limb scans. I don't think the variety 
you see really represents the uncertainty we now have in the models. 
A. TOAUNAGA: In the 17 to 25 pm spectral region we're probing 0.2 atmo- 
sphere to about 0.05 atmosphere. We don't have very strong constraints either above 
or  below that region. Observations in the methane band which would be sensitive to 
Irighe r altitudes would be important, and with longer wavelsngth observations, longer 
than 40 pm, we can probo to lower altitudes. 
G. ORTON: What is  needed to determine a thermal methane/hydrogen ratio? 
Can we ever get observations far enougl out in the wings of the 8 pm methane band, for 
example, to probe the same depth that can be reached in the H2 continuum? Limb scans 
might be a particularly good way to relate these two opacity sources. 
J. CAWWEU: If you get too far out on the wings of the methane band you also 
run into CH D opacity. 3 
